
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Demand Planning and Warehouse Management 

The name LOG:IT stands for "logistic information technologies". Since the company has been 

founded in 1993 it develops innovative software systems that lead to optimized inventory level 

and increased stock turn while reducing the throughput time. Our solutions can be either 

implemented as “Stand Alone” systems or as Add-Ons to the existing ERP. 

mpd: material planning + disposition 

 Stock Analysis by Prof. Dr. Alexander Soeder 

 Reduction of stock level ranging from 15 up tp 40 % 

 Optimization of goods availability, increases stock turn 

 Rolling prognosis of demand and sales 

 Methods of slow movers, new + expiring items, import business 

 Management by Exception, early-warning system, simulation 

 Outlet replenishment by regional and seasonal criteria 

 Integrated system for order and dunning, sales-planning 

 Integrated system for supplier planning and liquidity planning 

 Stock controlling for every level: item, subsidiary, supplier, dispatcher 

 Automated disposition for unlimited volume of outlets and items 

 Standard-Connector for SAP 

A3: collection planning + blind forecast 

 Collection master planning + blind forecast by panel + projection 

 Budget + volume planning for any collection or market segment 

 Rolling prognosis, early warning + collection clearing  

 Integrated customer forecast and pre-/post-order handling    

 Dynamic size key for any SKU  

 Specific methods for any product: NOS, new items, slow movers 

 Controlling of trends, outliers, collection course, stock level 

 Optimized stock level, demand oriented orders  

 Enhancing goods availability and sales volume 

 Standard-Connector for SAP 

dilos: Warehouse Management 

 all WMS-functions within a single standard software 

 High level of both flexibility and customisability 

 Integration of any warehouse technology, e.g. barcode,  

 pick-by-voice, forklift-terminals. RFID-ready           

 Multiple Users, multiple warehouses, multi site customers 

 Production-Module: handling product-states or added values 

 Min-/Max-Inventory, BBD, charge, serial-no., colour, size, etc. 

 ABC-/XYZ-Criteria + permanent Re-Classifying  

 Integrated inventory taking and return handling 

 Integrated Staff-Controlling 

 Web-Client for customers and mobile access 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supply Chain Management 

 Online portal for suppliers to enable supplier collaboration 

 Display and administration of orders 

 Formation of supplies and packages, building of packing lists 

 Order-Tracking and capture of status (ETA/ETD) 

 Dock & Yard Management 

 net.label: unique (Barcode-)labeling for all suppliers 

 all formats: SSCC, NVE, MAT, VDA, GTIN, 2D-Matrix etc. 

 accelerated incoming goods procedure because of predefined barcode labels 

 

Demand Planning and Warehouse Management 

Product ranking via Web staff controlling (warehouse) 

Europe’s biggest spare parts retailer manages stock and supply for 650 

outlets and more than 30.000 active items by MPD. Result: Optimized 

goods availability and reduction of stock level about 35 %. 

Europe’s market leader with premium sports bikes notes an unprecedented 

growth and hence a growing logistic. The WMS dilos has an integrated 

production module and manages the Cube-Logistic integral: Both a single 

component part and a return. 

The Trade Magazine about Vodafone’s Demand Planning: „Smart forecast 

software facilitates supply planning. An optimized stock level enhances 

profit. “ 

Intersport Germany is the leading sports trading brand in Germany. With 

help of the planning software TIA A3 the company reduced redundant stock 

while increasing the goods availability.   

LOG:IT GmbH 

Donaulände 20a 

93055 Regensburg 

 

Tel. +49(0)941 830 26-0 

info@log-it.biz 

Left Screenshot: Controlling of 

inventory, sales and delivery 

capacity  

Right Screenshot: webbased 

barcode-labelling 


